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Good News is Still Good News
By: James R. Solloway, CFA, Chief Market Strategist and Senior Portfolio Manager
 It looks to be full-steam ahead for the global economy and the rally in risk assets (equities, commodities, high-yield
bonds, real estate and currencies).
 The big question is whether the inflationary pressures seen this year are as transitory as central bankers claim.
 Potential stock market movers include global central-bank actions on interest rates, U.S. political support for fiscal
stimulus/tax hikes and COVID-19.

Despite these discouraging developments, the total
number of new cases, hospitalizations and deaths have
decreased significantly due to the ramp-up in
vaccinations across North America and Europe, the
seasonal shift to warmer weather in the northern
hemisphere, and the ongoing lockdowns in harder-hit
countries and regions.
Exhibit 1 highlights the progress the world has made in
fighting the virus since the end of last year, tracked by
the percentage change in the biweekly average of cases
and deaths per million across the world’s most populous
continents. In Asia, even as the number of cases per
million jumped by 62% since December 2020, its
biweekly average level remained below the (muchimproved) readings in Europe and North America.
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To be sure, COVID-19 is still wreaking havoc in parts of
the world. As we entered the second half of the year,
Latin America remained the epicenter of the disease with
an infection rate that nearly doubled since December;
several south Asian countries experienced flare-ups that
outpaced their earlier episodes; and Australia and Israel
re-imposed some restrictions to counter sharp surges in
infection rates.

Exhibit 1: Ebb Tide for COVID-19
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It was full-steam ahead for both the global economic
recovery and the worldwide rally in risk assets (equities,
commodities, high-yield bonds, real estate, and
currencies). Even a recent stumble stemming from an
apparent shift in the U.S. Federal Reserve’s
expectations about interest-rate policy moves proved
short-lived.
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Source: Johns Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and
Engineering, Our World in Data, SEI.

Exhibit 2 on the following page charts the percentage of
countries with economies that are growing above trend
(or should soon be), as measured by the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD)
composite of leading indicators (CLIs). Over two-thirds of
the countries for which the OECD calculates CLIs are
currently in this category, with their most recent readings
exceeding 100. In May, all but one of those countries
had been posting month-to-month gains, pointing to
additional near-term acceleration in global economic
activity. Countries like Brazil and India are struggling to
contain the virus but are nevertheless showing signs of
economic recovery.

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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Exhibit 2: Most Countries Are Growing

chart have exceeded 20% in cumulative returns.
Germany just missed, with a 19.6% return. Aside from
the MSCI United Kingdom Index, all now exceed the
total-return levels that prevailed prior to the pandemic at
the end of 2019.
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This stellar performance, however, is beginning to make
some market observers nervous. Cyclical stocks,
financials and commodity prices pulled back sharply in
the days following the mid-June U.S. Federal Reserve
(Fed) policy meeting. There is increasing concern that
equity prices have risen so much that there is little
appreciation potential left, even if the global economy
continues to forge ahead into 2022.
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Source: Ned Davis Research, OECD, SEI. Data as of 5/31/2021.

Equity markets have long anticipated the economic
improvement we now are seeing. Exhibit 3 is an update
to a chart we included in last quarter’s Economic Outlook
that compares the total returns of the MSCI USA Index,
the MSCI World ex USA Index, and the five largest
country indexes within the MSCI World ex USA. In the
latest quarter, performance was rather uniform across
the major developed-country indexes, with total returns
mostly ranging from 4% to 9%. Japan was the major
exception, with its MSCI benchmark gaining only 0.2%
for the same three-month period.
Exhibit 3: Getting Back on Track

Investor expectations do appear to be catching up with
the U.S. economy’s performance. Exhibit 4 tracks
Citigroup’s economic surprise index for developed and
emerging economies, as well as for the U.S. individually.
“Peak surprise” for the U.S. and other developed
markets generally came in August 2020. Weekly
readings have since remained positive (suggesting that
economic releases have, on balance, been beating
expectations), but their strength has faded. The U.S. is
getting closer to the zero mark, although other
developed countries still appear to be surpassing
forecasts at a decent pace. Emerging economies also
seem to be generating positive data surprises on a
consistent basis. At SEI, this is one reason why we
believe international equity markets have the potential to
outperform the U.S. as their economies continue to
rebound in the months ahead.
Exhibit 4: Surprise!
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Source: MSCI, SEI. All indexes are net. Index returns are for
illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual investment
performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees,
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one
cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.

Since the end of August 2020, when financial and
cyclical stocks began to outperform growth-oriented
sectors, all but one of the indexes represented in the
© 2021 SEI
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Source: Citigroup, SEI. The Economic Surprise Index is defined as
the weighted historical standard deviation of data surprises (actual
released vs. Bloomberg survey median). A positive (negative)
reading means that data releases in the prior three months have
been stronger (weaker) than expected.

The big question likely nagging at investors: Does peak
surprise also imply peak stock prices? Our answer is
that no, it does not. However, we can’t rule out a

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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We are fond of saying that a 5%-to-10% correction can
occur “just because,” as there need not be any
fundamental reason behind the decline. A sharper drop
in prices does usually have some connection to a
fundamental event that causes expectations to shift
more substantially. Nonetheless, if the longer-term trend
is positive, we would view such a decline as a buying
opportunity for stock-market traders with shorter time
horizons. As we saw last year, even a big stock-price
decline that qualifies as a bear market can be
surprisingly short, if still brutal. In today’s environment,
with economies around the world opening up and
interest rates hovering at extraordinary low levels, the
dominant trend signals further price gains over the next
year or two.
Still, investors would be wise to consider that the U.S.
economy is not only well past “peak surprise,” but also
appears to have reached “peak growth.” While it will
likely continue to grow in excess of its long-term average
for a few more quarters, the growth rate in overall
inflation-adjusted gross domestic product (GDP) is
expected to slow dramatically as the nation’s economy
fully reopens. Exhibit 5 highlights the correlation
between the Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM)
purchasing managers’ index (PMI) for the manufacturing
sector (ISM-M) and the relative performance of the S&P
500 Index (total return) versus the Bloomberg Barclays
US Aggregate Bond Index (total return).
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U.S. Recession Periods
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Historically, stock-market corrections of 5% to 10% have
been quite common in the S&P 500 Index and its
predecessor benchmark indexes that go back to 1928.
The average number of consecutive trading days without
such a pullback is just 51, while the average number of
days without a 10% correction works out to be 172. In
our view, the moral of the story is that it’s best not to be
overly concerned when volatility increases in equity
markets.

Exhibit 5: At an Inflection Point

Index, Above 50 Indicates an
Expanding Manufacturing Sector

choppier and more lackluster performance for U.S.
equities in the coming months—given their elevated
valuations relative to most other stock markets around
the world and their strong outperformance in total-return
terms since the start of the secular bull in March 2009. It
is worth remembering that U.S. equities have scored
consistent gains with nary a correction since March
2020. This is rather unusual. According to data provided
by Ned Davis Research as of June 2021, the S&P 500
Index has not had a correction of 5% or more in the past
167 trading days or a correction of 10% or more in the
past 322 trading days (since the market bottomed on a
closing basis March 23 of last year).

Source: Bloomberg Barclays, Institute for Supply Management,
Standard and Poor's, SEI. Data as of 5/28/2021.

While the ISM-M achieved its peak reading in March, it
remains above 60—a level that is seldom reached by
this indicator of economic health. We expect it will stay
well above the 50 line even as it continues to fade in the
months ahead, pointing to further expected gains in the
manufacturing sector. However, history shows that as
the ISM-M declines, the degree of stock-market
outperformance versus bonds ebbs as well. The closer
the ISM-M gets to 50 (readings below 50 indicate
contraction in the manufacturing sector and sluggish
overall business activity), the greater the odds that
stocks will lag bonds over a 12-month span. Note that
growth slowdowns, not just recessions, can lead to
equity underperformance versus bonds. During the
2009-to-2019 U.S. economic expansion, bonds delivered
better relative performance for three different 12-month
periods (2012, 2016 and 2019).
The performance of equites versus bonds was obviously
phenomenal over the past 15 months; a major narrowing
of the performance gap is inevitable. Yet, with interest
rates still at exceptionally low levels (in both nominal and
inflation-adjusted terms), it is hard to see equities losing
ground to fixed-income securities while economic growth
remains so robust. Not only should consumer demand
remain strong as the economy opens up, but
businesses, are expected to be in a spending mood too
as they desperately seek materials and workers.
Exhibit 6 tracks the overall manufacturing sector against
the difference between two of its components: new
orders and inventories. It should come as no surprise
that new orders are far outpacing inventories. The
difference between the two components is historically
consistent with today’s ISM-M of 60. Although the
shortages and supply-chain disruptions will eventually be
resolved, we expect it will take months to happen.

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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Exhibit 7: Calculating the Odds
U.S. PCE Price Index

U.S. Recessions
ISM PMI-Manufacturing (LHS)
ISM PMI-Manufacturing, New Orders Minus Inventories (RHS)
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Source: Institute for Supply Management (ISM), SEI. Data as of
5/28/2021.

In the meantime, U.S. companies in many industries and
of all sizes will enjoy a great deal of pricing power and
will almost certainly pass along at least a portion of their
increased costs onto their customers.
Unfortunately, one person’s pricing power is another
person’s inflation. The big question is whether the price
pressures seen this year are transitory, as the U.S. Fed
and other central bankers around the world say they are.
In the latest economic projections from the U.S. Fed, the
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) sharply raised
its median forecast for its preferred measure of inflation
(the personal-consumption expenditures (PCE) price
index, excluding food and energy) to 3.0% from 2.2%
just three months ago. Yet the FOMC’s inflation
forecasts for 2022 and 2023 were barely changed from
the median reading for both at 2.1%.
Investors in the bond market seem to agree with the
Fed’s point of view. Although U.S. bond yields rose
sharply in the first quarter, they have fallen over the past
three months. The 10-year U.S. Treasury bond currently
trades below 1.50%, a noticeable decline of about 0.25%
since the end of March. However, if inflation continues to
accelerate at the fastest pace in almost 30 years, there’s
no telling how long bond investors will maintain such a
calm perspective.
Exhibit 7 suggests that the patience of bond investors
could be tested for quite some time. The chart highlights
the year-on-year change in the headline Personal
Consumption Expenditures (PCE) price index (which
includes the more volatile food and energy components).
The vertical bars on the chart represent a statistic
developed by the St. Louis Fed called the pricepressures measure (PPM). It calculates the probability at
70% or more that PCE inflation will exceed 2.5%, on
average, over the next 12 months (the Fed’s long-term
inflation target is set at 2%).
© 2021 SEI
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Exhibit 6: Inventories are Tight

Source: Empirical Research Partners, Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, SEI. Data as of 6/1/2021.

When charting the PPM, we advanced the series by 12months in order to see how calculated probabilities have
lined up with actual inflation reported one year later. This
revealed that at the 70% probability level, actual inflation
undershot the 2.5% mark for much of the period from
1993 to 1996. Between 2005 and 2008, on the other
hand, PCE inflation spent a good amount of time above
2.5%—even during those intermittent periods when the
probability level fell below 70%. Most recently, the PPM
at the end of June 2021 showed a substantial 83%
probability of inflation surpassing 2.5% one year later.
Given the widespread prevalence of price inflation
currently, we would not be surprised to see a string of
PPM readings that exceed the 70% probability threshold
for several more months.
If higher inflation becomes more deeply embedded than
is currently anticipated by the U.S. Fed and investors, it
will most likely be the result of strong and persistent
labor-cost pressures. In Exhibit 8 on the following page,
we look at the U.S. Department of Labor’s employment
cost index (ECI) and compare it to the ratio of job
openings to unemployed persons (including individuals
who are actively looking for work and those who desire a
job but are not actively searching for one). Prior to the
pandemic, both joblessness and unemployment were at
historically high levels. In fact, in the two years leading
up to the pandemic, there were more jobs available than
there were officially unemployed persons. Labor costs
rose above 3% in the one-year period ending March
2020—its largest year-over-year increase since the third
quarter of 2008. The ECI decelerated sharply as the
U.S. economy went into hibernation in the face of
COVID-19 but has since rebounded modestly.

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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Exhibit 8: Hey, Buddy, Can You Spare a Body?
U.S. Recession Periods
Employment Cost Index (LHS)
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Source: Economic Cycle Research Institute, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, SEI. Data as of 5/31/2021.

Job openings in the U.S. are now soaring. Once again,
the U.S. economy is approaching the point of having
nearly the same number of available jobs as there are
officially unemployed persons—with the ratio quickly
moving toward a previous high, even when including socalled marginally attached workers (those who desire a
job but have not searched for employment in the prior
four weeks). We expect labor-force participation to rise
in the months ahead, but we also suspect that the labor
market will nonetheless tighten further. If the rise in ECI
accelerates as we expect, inflation could become a
greater concern for investors than it appears to be at the
moment.
Jobs can go begging to be filled for any number of
reasons, even when there are many unemployed
people. Positions may require skills that the currently
unemployed do not possess, or they could be located in
places where the unemployed are unwilling to go.
Neither of these possible reasons seem to apply broadly
in the current environment. Rather, enhanced
unemployment benefits have served as a disincentive to
settle for a job that pays the same or less, especially for
workers at the lower end of the income scale. Twenty-six
states have moved to halt these benefits before their
early-September 2021 expiration. Beyond that, families,
especially women, have been forced to forego paid work
due to a lack of support for workers with children at
home for remote learning. According to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the civilian labor-force participation
rate for females aged 25 to 54, has fallen 1.9 percentage
points since December 2019 to 75% as of May. The
comparable reading for males is 1.3 percentage points
lower at 87.8%.

© 2021 SEI

At SEI, we assume that the impediments and
disincentives that have limited the supply of labor will
ease considerably in the months ahead. A greater
percentage of the population will be vaccinated, students
will likely be physically back at school full-time in
September and enhanced unemployment benefits will
have expired. We will keep a close watch on the trends
in labor compensation and productivity growth in judging
how transitory inflation proves to be.
In his latest testimony, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell
reiterated that the labor market still has a long way to go
before it reaches full employment. Although FOMC
members have finally started talking about tapering the
Fed’s asset purchases, the central bank is expected to
hold off from announcing anything official until late in the
third quarter—with actual tapering beginning in the first
quarter of 2022, at the earliest.
We expect the Fed to remain cautious when it comes to
tightening the monetary reins. Although seven of the 18
Fed governors and regional presidents have penciled in
at least one policy-rate increase for 2022, we think such
a move remains highly unlikely. To our surprise, markets
reacted negatively to the central bank’s June 16
announcement about the FOMC’s updated “dot plot” of
projections for the federal-funds rate. With this revision,
the median FOMC projection now calls for two rate hikes
in 2023—which was exactly what futures traders had
already priced in prior to the mid-June announcement.
Those same traders have now priced in three rate hikes
by the end of 2023. While the Fed’s revised view of its
timing for the first policy-rate increase is notable, it pays
to remember that the actual increase is still far into the
future. A lot can happen between now and the end of
2023.
How will the equity market respond when the Fed does
finally get around to raising its policy rate? It probably
will still go up, if history is a guide. Exhibit 9 on the
following page highlights the 20 occasions since 1928
when the Fed raised its policy rate (using the discount
rate prior to 1987 and the federal-funds rate thereafter).
To date, the S&P 500 Index has managed to post a
price-only gain over each 6- and 12-month period that
followed a policy-rate hike exceeding the average
historical increase. Of course, all rate cycles are unique,
and investor sentiment can at times change dramatically.
We only want to emphasise that equity bull markets can
be resilient beasts. There may be a stumble when the
U.S. central bank begins a rate-tightening cycle, but it
typically takes significantly more tightening to kill the
beast.

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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post-World War II period prior to last year’s pandemicrelated contraction. There is no recession forecast by the
CBO between now and 2030. In other words, the federal
government’s share of spending in the economy is
forecast to rise on a permanent basis. On the revenue
side, President Biden has proposed a sharp increase in
taxes on corporations and high-income individuals,
which would bring total receipts as a percentage of GDP
up to 20%. The only time it reached these levels in
recent history was in 2000, when economic activity was
strong and the tech bubble helped to generate a
temporary surge in capital gains. In that earlier period,
soaring tax revenue and a cyclical decline in
expenditures produced a rare surplus in the U.S.
government’s fiscal position.

Exhibit 9: The First Rate Hike is Likely
Not the End for Equities
126 Trading Days

252 Trading Days

Mean S&P 500 Index Price Change
(%)
Median S&P 500 Index Price Change
(%)

All Days Price Change (%)

Up Periods (#)

Down Periods (#)

Exhibit 10: Spending Tsunami Alert

To repeat, there is a strong expectation among investors
that inflation will fall back to the Fed’s 2% long-term
target next year. There also is little concern that the
fiscal measures being pushed by President Joe Biden’s
administration will cause the U.S. economy to overheat.
Exhibit 10 highlights the Congressional Budget Office’s
(CBO) projections of U.S. federal government receipts
and expenditures as a percentage of GDP over the next
10 years. The solid lines represent the CBO’s baseline
projections, while the dotted lines reflect the Biden
administration’s spending and tax proposals (including
the infrastructure plan currently being negotiated).
Although government outlays as a percentage of GDP
will decline as emergency COVID-19 relief provisions
expire, they are expected to remain around a 24% share
of the total U.S. economy through the forecast period if
Biden’s plan is passed in its entirety. That would match
the high point briefly reached in 2009 following the global
financial crisis, which included the worst recession in the
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At this point, the Fed is much more focused on the labor
market than the inflation rate. It may begin to taper
purchases of mortgage-backed securities next year, but
there’s a good possibility the central bank will continue to
buy Treasurys at the current pace at least until the
economy is operating much closer to full employment.
Between the Fed’s near-zero interest-rate policy and its
Treasury purchases, there seems to be little chance that
longer-term bond yields will provide a positive inflationadjusted return anytime soon—even as the Federal
deficit continues to expand at a pace that would have
stoked bond-market worries in years past.
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Source: Ned Davis Research, SEI. Index returns are for illustrative
purposes only and do not represent actual investment
performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees,
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one
cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does not
guarantee future results. Note: There have been 20 rate-hike
cycles since 1928.
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CBO Baseline Projections, FY 2021-2031
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Source: Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Office of
Management and Budget, SEI. Data as of 5/31/2021. Note: Fiscalyear data. Estimate derived from CBO’s baseline budget
projections.

There is no surplus in sight, according to the CBO.
Under the Biden plan, the deficit would average about
5% of GDP between 2023 and 2030 and could well end
up being higher. Republicans may succeed in limiting tax
increases, but the Democrats seem eager to push their
spending priorities through the Senate’s reconciliation
process on a party-line vote. It is possible, that spending
will be limited at the insistence of one or two Democrats
in the Senate. The future trend in fiscal policy should be
much clearer before the end of September.
The combination of above-average economic growth;
significantly higher inflation than seen in the past decade
(let’s call it “persistently transitory”); a fiscal policy that
expands the size of federal government spending as a
proportion of GDP; and extreme monetary ease aimed at
suppressing interest rates creates the perfect backdrop
for risk assets—and for the birth of speculative bubbles.
While not a bubble per se, we would note that even the
riskier end of the fixed-income market has rallied to an

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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Meanwhile, Canada and Japan fell 1.7% and 2% short of
their respective 2019 levels in the first quarter. France
and Germany, by contrast, were down by 5%, while
overall business activity in Italy and the U.K. were off by
a substantial 6.4% and 8.7%, respectively, during the
same period. Note that Japan and Europe contracted in
the first quarter owing to their more restrictive
lockdowns.
Exhibit 12: The U.S. Leads the Way
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Exhibit 11: (The Asset Class Formerly
Known as High Yield)
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quarter of 2021, we expect overall business activity in
the U.S. to hit a new record high.

2013

extent that few would have ever imagined. Exhibit 11
shows that BB, B and CCC rated companies are all
trading at their lowest yields ever. Yes, the fundamentals
are incredibly good at the moment, but even the most
hard-pressed companies in COVID-19-ravaged
industries (cruise lines, hotels and airlines) have been
able to refinance at low rates and extend the maturities
on their debt. Yet it is unnerving to see the effective yield
on BB rated debt at only 3.2%. Even more breathtaking
is the 6.7% yield on speculative CCC securities. In April
2020, the effective yield touched 20%; at the height of
the global financial crisis in 2008, the yield peaked at
45%.

Source: FactSet, SEI. Data as of 3/31/2021.
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GDP growth goes global
The relative success of the vaccination effort in the U.S.
along with the country’s federal system of governance
giving individual states the freedom to pursue COVIDfighting restrictions to varying degrees—from extremely
restrictive to no restrictions at all—have resulted in a
significantly stronger economy in 2021 relative to other
major developed countries.
Exhibit 12 compares the path of inflation-adjusted GDP
across a selection of major economies through the first
quarter of 2021. In recent years, the U.S. and Canada
have pulled away from the next two best performers
(Germany and the U.K.)—with the U.S. having led the
way since the end of 2019, followed by Canada and
Japan. By March this year, U.S. inflation-adjusted GDP
was only 0.9% away from its December 2019 level.
When all economic datasets are in for the second

Fortunately, vaccinations are accelerating in Europe and
Japan, and COVID-19-related lockdowns are becoming
less restrictive. The Delta variant1 of the virus continues
to challenge economic progress, but these countries are
nevertheless expected to record solid increases in
second-quarter GDP (albeit not as strong as the gain
expected in the U.S.). We anticipate that other advanced
economies will record strong results in the second half of
2021 and into 2022, exceeding the U.S. pace of growth.
Canada and Japan should attain their previous peaks in
real GDP later this year, while Germany and France will
likely do so in the first half of 2022. While the U.K. and
Italy are expected to take longer to reach their 2019
levels given their deeper recessions, both have the
potential to enjoy sharper-than-average rebounds as the
U.K. adjusts more fully to life after Brexit and Italy opens
up to foreign tourism.
Although economists correctly point out that the U.S. has
employed direct fiscal measures (emergency spending,
income support and tax breaks) more aggressively than
elsewhere in the world, other countries have used
different tactics including loans, equity infusions and

1

The Delta variant, also known as lineage B.1.617.2, is a variant of
lineage of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. It was first
detected in India in late 2020.

© 2021 SEI

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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various guarantees that far exceed the U.S. fiscal effort.
Exhibit 13 highlights the findings of the International
Monetary Fund.2 Since the start of the pandemic
response, the U.S. has provided direct fiscal support
amounting to some 20% of 2020 GDP. Australia, the
U.K., Japan and Canada have contributed the equivalent
of roughly 15% to 16% of GDP. Most other countries lag
far behind.
Exhibit 13: Fiscally Unfit?
Additional Spending and Foregone Revenue

Equity, Loans and Guarantees

Japan
Italy
Germany
United Kingdom
United States
France
Spain
Czech republic
Peru
Canada
Australia
Brazil
Korea
Poland
The Netherlands
Thailand
Turkey
Finland
Chile
South Africa
Colombia
Sweden
India
Norway
China
Argentina
Russia
Indonesia
Philippines
Mexico

and reinforce initiatives that promote social and
economic equality.
If anything good for Europe comes out the pandemic
crisis, however, it is the realization that an early return to
economic austerity would have made matters much
worse for the EU and eurozone. Policy makers
remember all too well how the pressure to rein in deficits
in the aftermath of the 2007-to-2009 global financial
crisis led to the 2011-to-2013 sovereign debt crisis
among the periphery countries of Europe. Even
Germany has crossed the proverbial Rubicon, away
from austerity and into a level of fiscal support (for both
itself and the rest of Europe) that would have been
unthinkable less than two years ago.
The same can be said for monetary policy. The
European Central Bank (ECB) seems pretty dedicated in
maintaining its pandemic-related monetary support at
least through March 2022. It would not be a surprise if
the current monetary support is extended beyond that
time frame, even if there is likely resistance from
Germany and a few other inflation-phobic countries. The
ECB recently pledged to increase its purchases of
sovereign debt as part of the Pandemic Emergency
Purchase Program. Exhibit 14 tracks the security
purchases conducted by the largest central banks.
Exhibit 14: Feeling QEasy
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Source: IMF, SEI. Data as of 3/17/2021. Chart compares fiscal
measures taken/announced by governments in response to the
pandemic as a percent of GDP.
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When one takes into account measures taken outside of
direct fiscal support, the picture changes dramatically.
Several European nations and Japan have relied on
equity injections, loans and guarantees. The most
notable are Italy (35% of GDP), Japan and Germany
(both at 28%). In the eurozone, some of these loan
commitments are only just beginning to flow. Italy and
Spain are big beneficiaries of the eurozone’s €750 billion
loans and grants that are part of the so-called
NextGenerationEU program. The goal of the program
itself is to fund research and innovation that helps
Europe transition to a digital and greener economy,
improve its healthcare and emergency preparedness,

All in all, the ECB’s quantitative-easing program since
the start of the pandemic seems mostly in line with the
other central banks represented in the chart. The glaring
exception is the Bank of Canada’s surge in purchases
(from an exceptionally low base when measured against
the size of its economy), although its bond portfolio has
been pared significantly since February.

International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2021, “Database of Fiscal
Responses to COVID-19” (Washington), available at

https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/imf-and-covid19/Fiscal-PoliciesDatabase-in-Response-to-COVID-19
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Exhibit 16: Inflation Diverges
U.S.

Exhibit 15: Periphery Bonds are Bund-Bound

Benchmark 10-Year Bond Yield
(% per Annum)
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(% Change over 12-Month Span)

As a percentage of GDP, the ECB’s balance sheet has
risen more than 25 percentage points since the
beginning of the COVID-19 crisis. This compares with a
rise in assets of 18 percentage points held by the U.S.
Fed; a 19 percentage-point expansion in the Bank of
England’s gilt portfolio; an increase of 30 percentage
points reported by the Bank of Japan (BOJ); and a 15
percentage-point gain for the Bank of Canada. Exhibit 15
shows how successful the ECB policy has been in
conjunction with its pandemic fiscal support. The
peripheral countries’ 10-year sovereign bond yields have
stayed well-behaved through the crisis period, retreating
sharply from the March 2020 panic highs. They now are
well below the levels that prevailed at the start of 2019.
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The trade-weighted U.S. dollar jumped to its best level in
three months against other major currencies in the days
following the Fed’s June announcement—yet the
currency remains some 10% below its March 19, 2020
high, as we highlight in Exhibit 17. Since any serious
policy move by the Fed is still rather far into the future,
we continue to expect the U.S. dollar to gradually
weaken as the rest of the world gains economic
strength. Longer term, the country’s deteriorating
balance of trade and fiscal position could add to the
downward pressure.

Source: FactSet, SEI.

Exhibit 17: Is the Buck Back?
U.S. Trade-Weighted Exchange Rate Index versus Major Currencies
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The world’s central banks are also singing from the
same hymnal when it comes to inflation. Although
consumer prices have accelerated in most of the
countries/regions tracked in Exhibit 16, policymakers
insist that it is a temporary event associated with the
demand surge and supply-chain issues stemming from
the re-opening of economies. While the U.S., the U.K.
and Canada seem to be enduring a much sharper price
rise than Japan or the eurozone, the latter two are
probably relieved to have a respite from the deflationary
pressures that have been afflicting their economies for
many years. There seems little reason for the ECB or
the BOJ to join the Fed when it comes to discussing a
near-term reduction in their asset purchases, much less
raising their policy rates ahead of the U.S.

Source: Federal Reserve Board, SEI. Data as of 6/25/2021.

© 2021 SEI
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In the meantime, we also do not see much sign that the
Fed’s shift toward an earlier lift-off in rates is leading to a
2013-style “taper tantrum” among emerging economies.
Exhibit 18 tracks the currencies of a selection of
emerging economies.

Exhibit 19: Weak Dollar, Strong Commodities
U.S. Recession Periods
CRB Spot Index (LHS)
Trade-Weighted Dollar, Broad Definition (RHS)
75

Exhibit 18: No Panic in EM Currencies
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Source: Commodity Research Bureau (CRB), Federal Reserve
Board, SEI.
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As Exhibit 19 shows, a strong U.S. dollar (which is
plotted on an inverted scale in the chart) would certainly
threaten the bull market in commodity prices. At SEI, we
remain bullish on the outlook for commodities but are still
watching price trends carefully. Commodity prices of all
types have enjoyed a spectacular run since March 2020;
lumber, gold, aluminum and copper were already in the
process of consolidating/correcting in the weeks before
the Fed revised its views. Industrial metals prices have
also been hurt by the Chinese government’s intention to
release supplies of copper. Offsetting these negatives
are the ongoing demand/supply imbalances throughout
the world, particularly for petroleum.

Exhibit 20: Asia Has More Growth;
Other Areas Have More Value

2/2020

The Chinese renminbi, Indonesian rupiah, the Indian
rupee, the Brazilian real and Russian ruble have all held
firm against the U.S. dollar. The South African rand and
Mexican peso have taken harder hits, but both remain
well above their early 2020 lows. Mexico, Brazil and
Russia have already taken preventative measures,
raising policy rates in June to support their currencies
and put a dent in their domestic inflation rates (Hungary
and the Czech Republic, not shown in the chart, are two
other developing countries to raise their policy rate in
June). Other countries are likely to follow.

1/2020

Source: FactSet, SEI.

In previous reports, we highlighted how correlated both
the U.S. dollar and commodity-price trends are in
relation to developing-economy stock markets. Exhibit
20 breaks down the MSCI Emerging Markets Index (total
return) into its broad regional components and tracks
their performance from the start of 2020. In that time, the
Asia component has enjoyed a cumulative gain of
35%—yet has gone basically nowhere since the
beginning of this year, just prior to the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The MSCI EM Asia Index trades
like a growth stock, which is not surprising since China,
Taiwan, South Korea and India account for 94% of its
weighting and are each heavily skewed toward
technology.
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Source: MSCI, SEI. All indexes are total return. Index returns are
for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual
investment performance. Index returns do not reflect any
management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are
unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past
performance does not guarantee future results.
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Exhibit 22: It’s All Relative
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Exhibit 21: A Chinese Credit Squeeze

Emerging markets continue to look relatively cheap
versus most other regions. Exhibit 22 shows that the
forward price-to-earnings multiple of the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index is still selling at a 36.4% discount to that
of the MSCI USA Index as of June 30. Outside of the
March-to-April 2020 pandemic low point, this is as cheap
a relative multiple against the U.S. seen at any time in
the past 16 years. The valuation disparity is not quite as
wide against the rest of the developed world
(represented by the MSCI World ex USA Index), but the
estimated long-term forward earnings-per-share growth
rate of the companies that make up the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index tends to be five percentage points higher
per annum than those in the MSCI World ex USA Index.

2004

We remain optimistic that the more cyclical and valueoriented sectors and geographies will bounce back from
their modest stumble in June. But there are near-term
challenges besides the shift in perceptions about U.S.
Fed policy and the future course of the U.S. dollar and
commodity prices. The strength of China’s economy is in
question too. Exhibit 21 underscores the fact that credit
growth in that country has decelerated significantly,
similar to the slowdowns recorded in 2013 and 2018—
when the performance of emerging markets was less
than stellar.

vaccination efforts, however, their economies should
benefit from the surge in worldwide trading activity.

Discount (-) or Premium (+) in Percent

The other two components—MSCI EM Europe, Middle
East and Africa (EMEA) Index (total return) and the
MSCI EM Latin America Index (total return)—have
performed much more in line with each other. Both fell
sharply during the initial stages of the pandemic-related
shutdown of the global economy, but have tended to
outperform the MSCI EM Asia Index since November
2020. The EMEA and Latin America components are
highly weighted toward financials, materials and energy,
and have little exposure to less-cyclical, faster-growing
sectors like technology, health care or communications.
On a country-weighted basis, the MSCI EM EMEA Index
is dominated by South Africa, Russia and Saudi Arabia
(75% of its capitalization), while the MSCI EM Latin
America Index is dominated by Brazil and Mexico (a
combined weight of nearly 90%).

Source: Citigroup, People’s Bank of China, SEI.

Economic surprises in China, meanwhile, have turned
negative. We are counting on the advanced economies
to take up the slack. As pointed out earlier, there is a
tremendous amount of excess savings and pent-up
demand in North America and Europe. Households and
businesses have the wherewithal to spend lavishly
through the rest of this year and into 2022, with the most
important constraint being supply-chain issues and
widespread shortages. As developing countries ramp up
© 2021 SEI

The things to watch
The last several weeks have witnessed a partial
unwinding of the rotation trade that began in early
September and was turbocharged by last November’s
blockbuster news regarding the COVID-19 vaccines’
efficacy and safety results. So far, this appears to be a
temporary pause in a longer-term upswing. At SEI, we
contend that the global recovery and expansion have a
long ways to go, especially since many countries are still
restricting free movement and commerce to at least
some degree.
The COVID-19 variants are obviously a matter of
concern, but the vaccines still appear to be quite
effective once people are fully inoculated. Fortunately,
vaccine production is ramping up and initial distribution
snafus are being ironed out in the developed countries.
By the end of the third quarter, the majority of people in
North America and Europe should be fully protected; the
most vulnerable (older) age groups are close to being

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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fully protected already.3 The challenge may be to
convince younger people to get the vaccine. Even if herd
immunity is not achieved, the rate of hospitalizations and
deaths are likely to be much lower as a proportion of
new cases. That said, as the northern hemisphere
enters autumn and winter, the possibility of regional
spikes in infections cannot be dismissed. If severe
enough, markets could switch back to a decidedly riskoff position.
At SEI, we remain focused on the near-term positives
when it comes to COVID-19. Slowing vaccination rates
in the developed world mean more shots become
available for the rest of the world. That is why we expect
a rolling reopening of the global economy that extends
well into 2022. This wave of recovery, though, could
resemble an extended up-cycle that keeps the pressure
on supply chains, leading to continued shortages of
goods and labor. Investors’ faith in the “transitory
inflation” narrative probably will be tested as we begin to
wrap up the year and move into 2022.
The recent stumble in the rotation theme was
exacerbated by the U.S. Fed’s shift in expectations
toward a sooner-than-forecast increase in the federalfunds rate. To some extent, the central bank’s changed
outlook seems to represent nothing more than a
communications problem. How can the Fed be more
focused on actual outcomes than forecasts, yet provide
guidance that is based on a prediction about future
trends in economic growth and inflation a year or two
from now? It is clear, however, that the Fed will begin to
cautiously move away from its current policy stance. The
first move will likely be the tapering of its bond-buying
program, which may be announced at the end of August
during the annual economic policy symposium in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

Internationally, central bankers in Canada and the U.K.
are talking about tapering as well (the former country
has already started to taper). The ECB is only at the
talking-about-talking-about-it stage, but the debate in
within the ECB could be fiercer than elsewhere given the
divide between the rich inflation-phobic countries and the
poorer countries that are more dependent on growth and
government support.
Politics should also be lively in view of possible
leadership changes that lay ahead. Germany will vote for
a new Chancellor in September this year that will replace
Angela Merkel, who has held the office since 2005.
France begins its presidential election process in April
2022, with President Emmanuel Macron far less popular
now than he was in 2017—perhaps giving an opening to
candidates that are further to the left and the right on the
political spectrum. Canada may also see a snap election
before the end of this year, although one need not take
place before the scheduled end of the legislature in
October 2023.
Another potential source of market volatility could stem
from China’s increasingly fraught relationship with the
U.S. and its allies. Global tensions over Hong Kong,
human rights, and, most worryingly, Taiwan, could
continue to spill over from the political sphere into the
economic sphere. The tariff war waged by former U.S.
President Donald Trump yielded mixed results, at best.
But if there is any consensus in Washington nowadays,
it is focused on countering China’s growing economic
and military strength. Investors have mostly managed to
look past political tensions, so we do not want to overemphasize the negatives. However, managing the
relationship between the U.S. and China could become
a key consideration in future years.
What actions are our portfolio managers taking?

The challenge of deciphering the path of U.S. fiscal
policy is made even harder by the lack of bipartisanship
in Washington, D.C. and the narrowness of the
Democratic majority in both houses of Congress, but
especially the Senate. A traditional infrastructure bill is a
good bet, but the push for non-traditional forms of
infrastructure—and the taxes to pay for all the added
spending—will depend on whether the Democrats in the
Senate can come to terms with each other. Investors
also need to brace themselves for another fight over the
debt ceiling coming in the August-to-October time frame.
Raising the ceiling has been less of an issue in recent
years, but that will not be the case this year. Some
readers might remember the battle over the debt ceiling
in August 2011; at the time, the threat of default and the
downgrading of the U.S. government’s credit rating
caused a steep decline in risk assets.

Within U.S. large caps, there was no major change in
positioning during the second quarter. Quality and valueoriented stocks were still viewed as trading at attractive
prices. Managers do not expect runaway inflation, nor
are they buying inflation hedges; they have been
positioning for a full reopening of the U.S. economy
(which is correlated with the inflation trade). In terms of
performance, it was a choppy quarter. While growth led,
value did have a few good runs. There was some
disciplined rebalancing as managers sorted through
stocks that ran up too far during the recent rally.
Managers favored the financials, industrials and health
care sectors. Mega-cap stocks were underweight, while
large-caps were overweight.

3

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, European Centre
for Disease Prevention and Control

© 2021 SEI
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In U.S. small caps, higher-quality and low-volatility
stocks were attractive from a valuation perspective
during the second quarter. Managers favored the
financials and industrials sectors, while health care was
out of favor. With two big meme stocks (GameStop and
AMC) set to move out of small-cap indexes, volatility
should decrease.
Within international equity markets, quality managers
generally outperformed value and momentum managers
for the three-month period ending June. Traditional
defensive names were left behind in this pro-cyclical
reflationary rally. We continued to make adjustments in
support of our value tilt, with most changes having been
around the edges; our portfolios modestly trimmed
exposure to banks. Some managers have added to their
materials allocations.
In Asia and emerging markets, performance was mixed
for the second quarter as the resurgence of COVID-19
impacted many countries. Exporting nations saw
favorable returns during the period, while domesticoriented economies generally fared well. Taiwan,
Vietnam and Korea all gained. Energy and
telecommunications outperformed during the quarter,
while small-cap stocks continued to beat large caps.
High exposure to small-cap and frontier markets
contributed to performance. We remain optimistic about
the value trade. There were not many changes in terms
of positioning during the period.
In the core investment-grade bond market, inflation has
been the center of attention as it continues to trend
higher globally. Producer prices in China have been
rising, as have oil prices. The bond market has
responded well to the characterization of inflation being
transitory.

© 2021 SEI

Notably, the Fed appeared surprised by the rate of
inflationary pressures—and surprised everyone else with
a hawkish tone at the June meeting. FOMC statements
and the dot plot both look more aggressive than the
slower pace of rate hikes projected by Chairman Powell.
The median dot plot expects two rate hikes by 2023; if
an interest-rate hike does occur, it would impact the
midpoint of the yield curve first.
Our managers are aware that markets are trading in a
range. Inflation is exceeding expectations, while jobs are
underwhelming expectations. The longer-term narrative
is unchanged. We remained overweight the 30-year U.S.
Treasury in the second quarter, which was helpful to
performance. Our largest overweight was to financials;
we were overweight agency mortgage-backed securities
and had a higher-quality bias within commercial
mortgage-backed securities.
The high-yield market was up for the quarter. Energy
outperformed the broader market. The new-issuance
market continued to be strong. Refinancing was still the
key theme during the period. The default rate was close
to 5.5%. CLOs were just over 10% of our holdings. Basic
industry was still an overweight. Our allocation to bank
loans was approximately 11%; the bank-loan allocation
and short-duration posture address inflation concerns.
We were overweight basic industry and underweight oil.
There were no changes to target weights.
Emerging markets have been lagging developed
markets. Managers view inflation as transitory and
believe that base-effects will wear off. Short-term
inflation could remain elevated. Hard currency and high
yield continue to be attractive. We believe there is still
room for growth, as many central banks have kept policy
rates near or at all-time lows; even if central banks begin
to tighten, policy rates will still be low enough to support
growth.

Data as of 6/30/2021 unless otherwise stated.
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Glossary
Bull market refers to a market environment in which prices are generally rising (or are expected to do so) and investor
confidence is high.
Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) is a federal agency within the legislative branch of the United States government
that provides budget and economic information to Congress.
Cyclical stocks or sectors are those whose performance is closely tied to the economic environment and business
cycle. Managers with a pro-cyclical market view tend to favor stocks that are more sensitive to movements in the broad
market and therefore tend to have more volatile performance.
Discount rate is the minimum interest rate set by the Federal Reserve for lending to other banks.
European Union (EU) is a group of 27 countries that operates as a cohesive economic and political block. Nineteen of
the countries use the euro as their official currency.
Growth stocks exhibit steady earnings growth above that of the broader market.
High-yield bonds are rated below investment grade and are considered to be riskier.
International Monetary Fund (IMF) promotes international financial stability and monetary cooperation. It also facilitates
international trade, promotes employment and sustainable economic growth, and helps to reduce global poverty. The IMF
is governed by and accountable to its 190 member countries.
Issuance is the sale of securities, typically with regard to debt instruments such as bills, notes and bonds.
Price Pressures Measure (PPM) was developed by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis to measure the probability
that the expected personal-consumption expenditures price index inflation rate (12-month percent changes) over the next
12 months will exceed 2.5 percent. It is composed of 104 separate data series grouped into nine different buckets: (1)
consumer-price indexes, (2) producer-price indexes, (3) commodity prices, (4) housing and commercial property prices,
(5) labor-market indicators, (6) financial variables, (7) inflation expectations, (8) business and consumer survey data, (9)
foreign price variables
Price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio is the ratio for valuing a company that measures its current share price relative to its pershare earnings (EPS).
Quantitative easing (QE) is a form of unconventional monetary policy in which a central bank purchases longer-term
securities from the open market in order to increase the money supply and encourage lending and investment.
Taper tantrum describes the 2013 surge in U.S. Treasury yields resulting from the Federal Reserve's announcement of
future tapering of its quantitative-easing program.
Yield curves represent differences in yields across a range of maturities of bonds of the same issuer or credit rating
(likelihood of default). A steeper yield curve represents a greater difference between the yields. A flatter curve indicates
that yields are closer together.
Value stocks are those that are considered to be cheap and are trading for less than they are worth.
Index definitions
The Bloomberg Barclays EM Local Currency Government Index measures the performance of local-currency
emerging-market sovereign debt.
The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a market-value-weighted index consisting of investment-grade,
fixed-rate debt issues (including government, corporate, asset-backed, and mortgage-backed securities), with maturities
of at least one year.
The Citigroup Economic Surprise Index measures data surprises relative to market expectations. The index was
designed for currency trading and its signals may not be relevant to other financial instruments. A positive (negative)
reading means that data releases in the prior three months have been stronger (weaker) than expected.
© 2021 SEI
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The Consumer Price Index measures changes in the price level of a weighted average market basket of consumer
goods and services purchased by households. A consumer price index is a statistical estimate constructed using the
prices of a sample of representative items whose prices are collected periodically.
The Commodity Research Bureau (CRB) Raw Industrial Commodity Price Index is a measure of price movements of
22 sensitive basic commodities whose markets are presumed to be among the first to be influenced by changes in
economic conditions. It serves as one early indication of impending changes in business activity.
The Employment Cost Index is a quarterly economic series published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics that details the
growth of total employee compensation. The index tracks movement in the cost of labor, as measured by wages and
benefits, at all levels of a company.
The ISM Manufacturing Index is a monthly indicator of U.S. economic activity based on a survey of purchasing
managers at more than 300 manufacturing firms. It is considered to be a key indicator of the state of the U.S. economy.
The MSCI Canada Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the Canada
market. With 91 constituents, the Index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in
Canada.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments
across nine emerging-market countries in Asia.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure
the performance of global emerging-market equities.
The MSCI Europe, Middle East and Africa Index is designed to measure the performance of large- and mid-cap stocks
across 12 emerging markets countries in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). With 163 constituents, the Index
covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country.
The MSCI France Index is designed to measure the performance of large- and mid-cap stocks in France.
The MSCI Germany Index is designed to measure the performance of large- and mid-cap stocks in Germany.
The MSCI Japan Index is designed to measure the performance of large- and mid-cap stocks in Japan.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Latin America Index is designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap
segments across six emerging-market countries in Latin America.
The MSCI United Kingdom Index is a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure the
performance of large- and mid-capitalization stocks in the U.K.
The MSCI USA Index measures the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the U.S. market.
The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity-market performance of developed markets.
The MSCI World ex USA Index is a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index that is designed to measure
the equity-market performance of developed markets, excluding the U.S.
The Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Price Index is the primary inflation index used by the Federal Reserve
when making monetary policy decisions.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index that consists of 500 of the largest publicly traded U.S.
companies and is considered representative of the broad U.S. stock market.

© 2021 SEI
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Important Information
This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a
forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as
research or investment advice, nor should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security, including
futures contracts.
No mention of particular securities should be construed as a recommendation or considered an offer to sell or a
solicitation to buy any securities.
There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal. Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee
against a loss. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values,
from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in other nations.
Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased volatility and lower trading
volume.
Narrowly focused investments and smaller companies typically exhibit higher volatility. Bonds and bond funds will
decrease in value as interest rates rise. High-yield bonds involve greater risks of default or downgrade and are more
volatile than investment-grade securities, due to the speculative nature of their investments.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent
actual portfolio performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. One
cannot invest directly in an index.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by other
parties, which in certain cases have not been updated through the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be
reliable, neither SEI nor its subsidiaries assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information
and such information has not been independently verified by SEI.
Information provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of SEI Investments
Company (SEI).
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